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Constructing effectively MDS and recursive 

MDS matrices by Reed-Solomon codes 
Trần Thị Lượng 

Abstract  Maximum Distance Separable 

(MDS) codes have been studied widely in coding 

theory. Recently, MDS codes have been applied in 

cryptography. Many different methods have been 

proposed for finding MDS matrices. Among these 

methods, the method for constructing them from 

MDS codes is a common one. In this paper, some 

methods for constructing effectively MDS and 

recursive MDS matrices from Reed-Solomon (RS) 

codes are presented. The MDS and recursive MDS 

matrices generated from these codes are useful and 

efficient for cryptographic applications. 

Tóm tắt  Mã khả tách có khoảng cách cực đại 

(mã MDS) đã được nghiên cứu rộng rãi trong lý 

thuyết mã sửa sai. Hiện nay, mã MDS đang được 

quan tâm và ứng dụng trong mật mã. Nhiều phương 

pháp khác nhau đã được nghiên cứu để xây dựng 

các ma trận MDS. Trong đó, phương pháp xây 

dựng các ma trận MDS từ mã MDS là một phương 

pháp được sử dụng phổ biến. Bài báo này trình bày 

các phương pháp xây dựng hiệu quả các ma trận 

MDS/MDS truy hồi từ mã Reed-Solomon (RS). Các 

ma trận MDS/MDS truy hồi được sinh ra từ các mã 

này đạt hiệu quả cao trong các ứng dụng mật mã. 

Keywords  MDS code; MDS matrix; recursive 

MDS matrices; RS codes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The viability of using MDS matrices in block 

ciphers was first introduced by Serge Vaudenay in 

FSE'95 [1] as a linear case of multipermutations. 

Multipermutations characterize the notion of 

perfect diffusion [2] which requires that the 

change of any   out of   input bits must affect at 

least       output bits.  

The branch number is one of the important 

criteria for design a diffusion layer  in  SPN 

structure [3, 4]. It has an important role for 

resistance against strong attacks (such as linear 

and differential attacks) on block ciphers. It is 

always to be expected to have the maximum 

branch number for block cipher designers. As 

MDS matrices give maximum branch numbers for 

the linear transformations corresponding with 

them, they have been used for diffusion in many 

block ciphers such as: AES [5, 6], SHARK [7], 

Square, Twofish [8], Anubis, Khazad, Manta, 

Hierocrypt and Camellia. They are also used in 

stream ciphers like MUGI and cryptographic hash 

functions like WHIRLPOOL. 

Due to the usefulness of MDS matrices, there 

are lots of methods for constructing them such as 

building MDS matrices from MDS codes [7, 8, 

10]; building MDS matrices from appropriate 

matrices, for example Cauchy matrices [10], 

Hadamard matrices [11, 12], Vandermonde 

matrices [13], Serial matrices [15], recursive MDS 

matrices and so on. 

Reed-Solomon code (  ) [14] as a class of 

MDS code is used commonly to build MDS 

matrices because of the simplicity and the 

efficiency in building it. Moreover, one can 

generate MDS matrices of arbitrary sizes over an 

arbitrary finite field from some    code. 

Therefore, there are some studies on the 

construction of the MDS matrices from the    

codes, for example in [7, 8]. The methods of these 

authors are finding an MDS matrix of size   over 

       by constructing a               code 

over       . 

Besides, the recursive MDS matrices 

(exponent of a serial matrix [15]) have been 

studied by many authors in the literature thank to 

its important applications in lightweight 

cryptography, for example in [16-20]. However, 

none of the studies has ever shown the method to 

build a recursive MDS matrix from the    codes. 

In this paper, the methods for constructing 

effectively MDS and recursive MDS matrices are 

presented. Some constraints related to the    

codes for building MDS and recursive MDS 

matrices of arbitrary sizes are also shown. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 

2,    codes are introduced. Section 3 presents the 

method for constructing effectively MDS matrices 

from    codes and some relevant constraints. 

Section 4 provides the method for constructing 

effectively recursive MDS matrices from    

codes and some relevant constraints. And 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camellia_(cipher)
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conclusions of the paper is in Section 5. 

II. RS  CODE 

A    code over              is a BCH 

code of length      .  A    code of length 

      designed with distance   will have the 

corresponding generator polynomial of degree 

    as follow: 

    

                           
(1) 

where   is a pre-selected value      . 

It was proven that for any     and for the 

polynomial with the form in (1) the           
code generated from this polynomial will be an 

MDS code [14], i.e. it satisfies the condition: 

    –       

Suppose that               
         and the corresponding parity-check 

polynomial is                   . 

Then the generator matrix   and the parity check 

matrix   have the following forms: 

         = 

[

                                        

                                   
                                

                                                       

]          (2) 

          = 

        [

                         

                          
                                  

                          

]          (3) 

III. CONSTRUCTING EFFECTIVELY MDS 

MATRICES FROM RS CODES 

This section presents a method for 

constructing effectively MDS matrices from a 

generalized    code. 

Let RS        be a generalized    code over 

      , where        is the length, 

       is the dimension and   is the 

minimum distance of the code. In order to create 

an MDS matrix of size         over       , it 

is to have constraints between   and  , between   

and  ,  . We have the following proposition: 

Proposition 1. If     MDS matrices can be 

generated from a                   code 

over        then     and   must satisfy: 

             and            . 

Proof. 

Indeed, the length of the    code is      
 , the dimension of the code is       . From 

the generator matrix of this code, it is changed to 

echelon form             , where   is a 

        matrix and   is the identity matrix of 

size  . Therefore, in order to derive MDS matrices 

of size      from the matrix   then   and   must 

satisfy the following conditions: 

{
           
     

 

The above conditions infer: 

{
           
         

                 

           (or         ). 

This yields:             . 

In addition, as  {
           
     

               

           ;  

or             □ 

Applying Proposition 1, the following 

algorithm is given for building effectively MDS 

matrices from a generalized           code. 

Algorithm 1. 

INPUTS: Size of the MDS matrices is  , the 

finite field is        where             . 

OUTPUTS:     MDS matrices over 

      . 

Detail of steps as follows: 

Step 1: Constructing a            code 

where        by the following way:  

 Select a value   satisfying:        
    .  

 Calculate the dimension of the code: 

                  ). 
 Find the generator matrix of the code. 

Step 2: Change the generator matrix of the 

                  code to the echelon form 

       . Matrix   obtained is a        
      one. Then, it can be taken any     
submatrices of  . They are all MDS matrices of 

size   over       . 

Complexity of Algorithm 1: 

Step 1:  

The selection         . 

The calculation         . 

Finding the generator matrix or the gene-rator 

polynomial      of the code has the com-plexity 

equal to:           where   is the min-imum 

distance of the code. 
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Step 2: Changing the generator matrix of the 

code to the echelon form has the complexity equal 

to:                   . 

Thus the overall complexity of the Algorithm 

1 is:                      . It can be 

reduced to         

Such as, one need a       MDS matrix 

over       . It is clear that                 
Select      satisfying the condition      
   . Then, construct a                code over 

       with the irreducible polynomial    
          , where              
            . 

(Maple is used to construct the    code). 

After that, the generator matrix of this code is 

changed to the echelon form        . Matrix   

achieved is a        one. Now, it can be taken 

any       submatrices of  , they are all MDS 

matrices of size    over       . 

It is temporarily extracted a       

submatrix    of   (at 33 first rows of  ). Matrix 

   is in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. A       MDS matrix from RS code 

Now, it can be taken any       submatrices 

of   , they are all MDS matrices of size    over 

      . 

Consequently, many different MDS matrices 

of different sizes can be generated by the 

Algorithm 1.  

Comment 1. It can be seen that, in Algorithm 

1 an MDS code is built from any general    code 

        where        , however in [7, 8] a 

             code is built where the length of 

codewords is double of the dimension. Therefore, 

the method in this paper is more general than the 

ones in [7, 8]. 

III. CONSTRUCTING EFFECTIVELY 

RECURSIVE MDS MATRICES                       

FROM RS CODES 

This Section provides a method for 

constructing effectively recursive MDS matrices 

(exponent of serial matrices) from    codes. First, 

from the theory of error correcting codes [14], the 

following proposition is shown. 

Proposition 2. Let           be an MDS 

code (i.e        ). If        then a 

recursive MDS matrix of size     can be 

generated from this code. 

Proof. 

Denote the generator polynomial of   is     . 

This polynomial has degree of    . Since   is a 

cyclic code, the result of multiplying      by any 

polynomial belongs to this code. Therefore, for 

any polynomial      of degree  , the polynomial 

                     belongs to  . Using 

this property for         where   
            , an interesting echelon form of 

the generator matrix of this code is obtained as 

follow: 

        [             ]

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
    
     
    ⏟        

 

|
|

             

               
  

             ⏟            
    ]

 
 
 
 
 

 
 (4) 

where matrix   is a         MDS matrix. 

Suppose the polynomial      has the 

following form: 

                 
        

        
 (5) 

Let the serial matrix be: 

                           . 
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Obviously,   is a square submatrix of size 

   . According to the assumption, it is to have: 

        (6) 

Then, performing exponent matrix   

continuously for     times will obtain a 

recursive matrix    of size     as follows: 

  

[
 
 
 
 
                            
                           

 
                           
                     ]

 
 
 
 

 

   

[
 
 
 
 
                               
                                  

 
                       

                       ]
 
 
 
 

              (7) 

... 

     

[
 
 
 

                      

                    
  

                      ]
 
 
 

    

As        so               
     or              . Thus, by (4) 

and (7) it easy to see that    is a submatrix of 

matrix   and it follows that    is also an MDS 

matrix. As a result,    is a recursive MDS matrix 

of size     (exponent of the serial matrix  )□ 

Comment 2. Thus, from an any MDS         
code (where         and        or 

      ) having the echelon form generator 

matrix (4), a recursive MDS matrix of size     

can be created by cutting the last positions in   

part of the echelon form generator matrix of the code. 

According to Proposition 1 and Algorithm 1 

in Section 3, matrix   obtained from the echelon 

form generator matrix of a              
     code (i.e       ,       ) is a 

             matrix. Thus, from this    

code, a recursive MDS matrix of size     or 

    can be generated. In other words, only one 

recursive submatrix of size             can 

be chosen from     first rows of  .  

The following algorithm shows how to 

achieve a recursive MDS matrix from a    code. 

Algorithm 2. 

INPUTS: Size of the MDS matrices is  , the 

finite field is        where             . 

OUTPUTS: a     recursive MDS matrix 

over       .       

Detail of steps as follows: 

Step 1: Select       (satisfying the 

condition            of the Algorithm 1). 

Construct a                       code 

(where            or           
according to the Proposition 2). 

Step 2: Change the generator matrix of this 

code to the echelon form         where   is a 
                        matrix. 

Step 3: Get the square submatrix    of size   
at   first rows of  .  

Then    is the     recursive MDS matrix 

over        that we are looking for. In addition, 

denote the serial matrix corresponding with     is 

  of size  . This matrix has the elements in the last 

row coinciding with the elements in the first row 

of    and these matrices satisfy:      .Note 

that the Algorithm 2 only gives the output when 

the    code satisfies the condition           

Complexity of Algorithm 2: It’s similar to the 

Algorithm 1. 

For example, to find a recursive MDS matrix 

of size 4 over       , it is first to construct a 

              code. Obviously, this code 

satisfies the condition       . Then, change the 

generator matrix of this code to the echelon form 

       , where matrix   is a       one. After 

that, get the     submatrix at 4 first rows of  . 

The matrix obtained is a recursive one that is 

expected. More specifically, a               

code can be built over        with the irreducible 

polynomial              . The      
recursive MDS matrix    (the submatrix of  ) 

achieved is:  

   [

                     
                     
                     
                     

] 

Denote the serial matrix corresponding with 

   is   , it is to have: 

   [

                       
                       
                       

                     

] 

and 
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  [

                       
                       

                     
                     

] 

  
  [

                       
                     
                     
                     

] 

  
  [

                     
                     
                     
                     

]     

For finding     recursive MDS matrices 

over       , a               code can be built 

over        with the irreducible polynomial 

             , for example. This code 

satisfies       . Change the generator matrix 

of this code to the echelon form        , where 

matrix   is a       one. Then the     

recursive MDS matrix    (the submatrix of  ) 

achieved is in Figure 2. 

    

Figure 2. A     recursive MDS matrix                 

from RS code 

The serial matrix    corresponding with    is 

in Figure 3. 

For finding       recursive MDS matrices 

over       , a                code can be 

built over        with the irreducible polynomial 

            , for example. This code 

satisfies         Change the generator matrix 

of this code to the echelon form        , where 

matrix   is a        one. Then the       

recursive MDS matrix    (the submatrix of  ) 

achieved is in Figure 4. 

    

Figure 3. A     serial matrix from RS code 

 
Figure 4. A       recursive MDS matrix              

from RS code 

The serial matrix    corresponding with    is 

in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. A       serial matrix from RS code 

Comment 3. The methods of Algorithm 2 and 

in [20] are the same in that the recursive MDS 

matrix is constructed from a cyclic code, namely 
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the BCH code in [20] and the RS code in this 

paper. However, in [20] a BCH          
        code is constructed then shorten on   

positions to obtain MDS code. In this paper, it is 

considered more generally that from an any MDS 

        code where        a recursive MDS 

matrix can be generated (MDS codes in this paper 

are built from RS codes). In addition, the RS 

codes are built much simpler than the BCH codes. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the methods for constructing 

effectively MDS and recursive MDS matrices 

from    codes and some relevant constraints are 

presented. Advantages of the given methods 

include MDS and recursive MDS matrices of 

arbitrary sizes can be created and constructing    

codes is very simple and can be easily installed. 

The MDS and recursive MDS matrices generated 

from these methods are not only having an 

important role in improving the security of block 

ciphers and hash functions against developing 

cryptanalytic techniques but also improving the 

efficiency in implementation of the diffusion layers. 
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